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(54) Board unit

(57) To provide a board unit having an insertion-ex-
traction handle locking structure with which a desired
locking force can be easily generated and the locking
force is hardly lowered, and which is low in production
cost. An insertion-extraction handle 5 is rotatably sup-
ported by a panel body 4. A spring unit 6 is resiliently
held in a spring receiving hole 45 formed in the panel
body 4 and has a first spring part 61 which, when a stop-
per part 53 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is inserted
into the spring receiving hole 45, applies a resistance to
the insertion of the stopper part 53, and which, when the
stopper part 53 is extracted from the spring receiving hole

45, applies a resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part 53. Second spring parts 62 of the spring unit 6 are
configured to generate a resistance to removal of the
spring unit 6 which is greater than the resistance to the
insertion of the stopper part 53 between the spring unit
6 and the spring receiving hole 45 when the stopper part
53 is inserted into the spring receiving hole 45 and to
generate a resistance to removal of the spring unit 6
which is greater than the resistance to the extraction of
the stopper part 53 between the spring unit 6 and the
spring receiving hole 45 when the stopper part 53 is ex-
tracted from the stopper receiving hole 45.
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Description

Cross Reference of Related Applications

[0001] The disclosure of Japanese Patent Applications
No. 2004-211233 (filed July 20, 2004) and No.
2005-50231 (filed February 25, 2005) including the spec-
ification, claims, drawings and abstract is incorporated
herein by reference in its entirety.

Background of the Invention

1. Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates to a board unit,
and more particularly, to a board unit which is removably
attachable to a board housing frame.

2. Background Art

[0003] A technology for detachably attaching a circuit
board on which electronic circuit components are mount-
ed such as a print circuit board to a subrack constituting
an electronic apparatus unit such as a communication
device is known (for example, see "Background Art" in
Patent Document 1: International Publication No.
WO03/086039). In this example, a rectangular parallel-
epiped subrack 120 has a housing section 121 with an
opening 121a on the front side for housing a plurality of
circuit boards as shown in FIGs. 12A and 12B. In the
housing section 121, guide rails 127, ..., 127 extend from
the opening 121a toward the bottom. Front rails 124 and
124 are provided on the side of the opening 121a in the
upper and lower panels of the subrack 120. Each of the
front rails 124 has first handle contact parts 125 and sec-
ond handle contact parts 126.
[0004] As shown in FIG. 13, a circuit board 110 has a
board connector 115 on its rear end, which is the right
end as viewed in the drawing. The circuit board 110 has
a front panel 111 on its front end, which is the left end as
viewed in the drawing, and a pair of upper and lower
insertion-extraction handles 100 and 100 at the upper
and lower end of the front panel 111.
[0005] As shown in FIG. 14A, each of the insertion-ex-
traction handles 100 has an lockable part 102 on the rear
end removably lockable with a handle locking part 112
provided on the circuit board 110, a contactable part 103
having first and second contactable parts 103a and 103b
contactable with the first and second handle contact parts
125 and 126, respectively, of the front rail 124 of the
subrack 120, and a pivot pin 104, located between the
lockable part 102 and the contactable part 103, rotatably
attached to a handle attaching member 140 provided on
the circuit board 110. Each of the insertion-extraction
handles 100 has a pressing operation part 100 with a
first pressing operation part 101a and a second pressing
operation part 101b at the front end.
[0006] When the circuit board 110 is inserted into the

subrack 120, the lockable parts 102 of the insertion-ex-
traction handles 100 are removed from the handle locking
parts 112 as shown in FIG. 14B and the circuit board 110
is inserted into the subrack 120. Then, the first pressing
operation parts 101a of the insertion-extraction handles
100 are pressed upward as viewed in FIG. 14B (in the
direction indicated by the arrow R1). The insertion-ex-
traction handles 100 are thereby rotated about the pivot
pins 104, and the first contactable parts 103a of the in-
sertion-extraction handles 100 are brought into contact
with the first handle contact parts 125 of the front rails
124 of the subrack 120. When the insertion-extraction
handles 100 are further rotated, the first contactable parts
103a are rotated. Then, the circuit board 110 is moved
backward (in the X1 direction in the drawing) with respect
to the subrack 120 and the board connector 115 of the
circuit board 110 is inserted into a subrack side connector
(not shown) in the subrack 120. In this state, the lockable
parts 102 of the insertion-extraction handles 100 are en-
gaged with the handle locking parts 112 as shown in FIG.
14A.
[0007] When the circuit board 110 having inserted into
the subrack 120 is extracted therefrom, the second
pressing operation parts 101b of the insertion-extraction
handles 100 are pressed downward as viewed in the
drawing (the direction indicated by the arrow R2), that is,
in the direction opposite the direction in which the first
pressing operation parts 101a are pressed. Then, the
engagement between the lockable parts 102 and the
handle locking parts 112 are released as shown in FIG.
14B, and the second contactable parts 103b of the inser-
tion-extraction handles 100 and the second handle con-
tact parts 126 of the front rails 124 of the subrack 120
are brought into contact with each other. When the in-
sertion-extraction handles 100 are further rotated, the
second contactable parts 103b are rotated. Then, the
circuit board 110 is moved forward, that is, leftward as
viewed in the drawing (in the X2 direction in the drawing) ,
with respect to the subrack 120 and the board connector
115 of the circuit board 110 can be extracted from the
subrack side connector 123 in the subrack 120.
[0008] The insertion-extraction handles 100 of the cir-
cuit board 110 are made of a synthetic resin and so
shaped that they can have resiliency as shown in FIG.
14A. As a result, the lockable parts 102 of the inser-
tion-extraction handles 100 are urged toward the handle
locking parts 112 so that the insertion-extraction handles
100 can be locked to the circuit board 110 with a pre-
scribed locking force. This configuration prevents the cir-
cuit board 110 inserted into the subrack 120 from being
easily extracted from the subrack 120.
[0009] It is, however, difficult to obtain a desired locking
force only by changing the shape of the insertion-extrac-
tion handles 100. Also, the insertion-extraction handles
100 have a problem in durability. When the insertion and
extraction of the circuit board 110 are repeated or the
circuit board 110 is left for a long period of time, the lock-
ing force may be lowered because of wear or creep of
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the lockable parts 102 and/or the handle locking parts
112. Further, since the handle locking parts 112 have to
be fixedly provided on the circuit board 110, the produc-
tion process is complicated and the production cost is
high.

Disclosure of the Invention

[0010] The present invention has been made to solve
the problems of the conventional circuit board and it is,
therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a
board unit having an insertion-extraction handle locking
structure with which a desired locking force can be easily
generated and the locking force is hardly lowered, and
which is low in production cost.
[0011] A board unit according to the present invention
is a board unit which is removably attachable to a board
housing frame. The board unit has a board body; a panel
body for fixedly supporting the board body, the panel
body having a stopper insertion hole; an insertion-extrac-
tion handle rotatably supported by the panel body; and
a spring unit non-fixedly held either in the stopper inser-
tion hole or on the insertion-extraction handle. The inser-
tion-extraction handle has an operation part; a frame en-
gaging part configured to be engaged with a part of the
board housing frame when the operation part is rotated
to a specific fixed position and to be disengaged from the
board housing frame when the operation part is rotated
to a specific released position; and a stopper part con-
figured to be inserted into the stopper insertion hole when
the operation part is rotated to the fixed position and to
be extracted from the stopper insertion hole when the
operation part is rotated to the released position. The
spring unit has a main spring part which, when the stop-
per part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole, applies
a prescribed resistance to the insertion of the stopper
part on the insertion-extraction handle and which, when
the stopper part is extracted from the stopper insertion
hole, applies a prescribed resistance to the extraction of
the stopper part on the insertion-extraction handle.
[0012] Although the features of this invention can be
expressed as above in a broad sense, the constitution
and content of this invention, as well as the object and
features thereof, will be apparent by reference to the fol-
lowing disclosure taken in connection with the accompa-
nying drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a front view of a subrack 1 as a board hous-
ing frame, into which a plurality of board units 2 ac-
cording to one embodiment of the present invention
have been inserted;
FIG. 2A is a conceptual view for explaining the state
of a board unit 2 inserted into the subrack 1, which
corresponds to a right side view of the subrack 1;

FIG. 2B is a conceptual view for explaining the state
of the board unit 2 extracted from the subrack 1,
which corresponds to a right side view of the subrack
1;
FIG. 3A is an enlarged view showing a part of FIG.
2A in detail;
FIG. 3B is an enlarged view showing a part of FIG.
2B in detail;
FIG. 4A is a partial perspective view for explaining
the state of the board unit 2 inserted into the subrack
1, in which the illustration of the subrack 1 is omitted;
FIG. 4B is a partial perspective view for explaining
the state of the board unit 2 extracted from the sub-
rack 1, in which the illustration of the subrack 1 is
omitted;
FIG. 5A is a right side view of a spring unit 6 as a
spring unit for use in the board unit 2;
FIG. 5B is a perspective view illustrating the config-
uration of the spring unit 6;
FIG. 6A is a right side view of a spring unit 66 as
another example of the spring unit for use in the
board unit 2;
FIG. 6B is a perspective view illustrating the config-
uration of the spring unit 66;
FIG. 7A is a right side view illustrating in detail a part
of a board unit 202 according to another embodiment
of the present invention inserted into the subrack 1;
FIG. 7B is a right side view illustrating in detail a part
of the board unit 202 extracted from the subrack 1;
FIG. 8A is a perspective view of a spring unit 206
before being attached to the insertion-extraction
handle 5;
FIG. 8B is a perspective view of the spring unit 206
as viewed from an angle different from that of FIG.
8A;
FIGs. 9A and 9B are views for explaining the proce-
dure for attaching the spring unit 206 to the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5;
FIGs. 10A and 10B are views for explaining the state
of a stopper part 53 of the insertion-extraction handle
5 at the time of being inserted into or extracted from
a stopper insertion hole 245 of a panel body 4, which
correspond to the cross-section taken along the line
XIA-XIA in FIG. 7A;
FIGs. 11A and 11B are views for explaining the state
of the stopper part 53 of the insertion-extraction han-
dle 5 at the time of being inserted into or extracted
from the stopper insertion hole 245 of the panel body
4, which correspond to the cross-section taken along
the line XIA-XIA in Fig. 7A;
FIG. 12A is a front view of a subrack 120, into which
conventional circuit boards 110 will be inserted;
FIG. 12B is a bottom view of the subrack 120;
FIG. 13 is a side view of a conventional circuit board
110;
FIG. 14A is an enlarged side view, partly in section,
of an essential part of the conventional circuit board
110 illustrating the state of a lockable part of the in-
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sertion-extraction handle engaged with a handle
locking part after the insertion of the circuit board
110 into the subrack 120; and
FIG. 14B is an enlarged side view, partly in section,
of an essential part of the conventional circuit board
110 illustrating the state of the lockable part of the
insertion-extraction handle disengaged from the
handle locking part.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0014] FIG. 1 is a front view of a subrack 1 as a board
housing frame, into which a plurality of (fourteen, in this
drawing) board units 2 according to one embodiment of
the present invention have been inserted. FIG. 2A is a
conceptual view for explaining the state of a board unit
2 inserted into the subrack 1, which corresponds to a
right side view of the subrack 1. FIG. 2B is a conceptual
view for explaining the state of the board unit 2 extracted
from the subrack 1, which corresponds to a right side
view of the subrack 1. FIG. 3A is an enlarged view show-
ing a part of FIG. 2A in detail. FIG. 3B is an enlarged view
showing a part of FIG. 2B in detail.
[0015] FIG. 4A is a partial perspective view for explain-
ing the state of the board unit 2 inserted into the subrack
1, in which the illustration of the subrack 1 is omitted.
FIG. 4B is a partial perspective view for explaining the
state of the board unit 2 extracted from the subrack 1, in
which the illustration of the subrack 1 is omitted. FIG. 5A
is a right side view of a spring unit 6 as a spring unit for
use in the board unit 2. FIG. 5B is a perspective view
illustrating the configuration of the spring unit 6.
[0016] The subrack 1 shown in FIG. 1 has a configu-
ration generally the same as that of the subrack 120
shown in FIGs. 12A and 12B. As shown in FIG. 3B, the
subrack 1 has front rails 11, and a handle hooking part
12 engageable with a frame engaging part 52 of a here-
inafter described insertion-extraction handle 5 is formed
generally at the front end (the X2 side end in the drawing)
of each front rail 11. The subrack 1 has a front face (X2
side face) with female threaded holes (not shown) for
threadedly receiving fixing screws 7, which will be de-
scribed later.
[0017] The board units 2 shown in FIG. 1 are aligned
in parallel to the insertion and extraction direction (X1-X2
direction) thereof and removably attached to the subrack
1. As shown in FIG. 2A, the board unit 2 has a board
body 3 on which electronic components are mounted, a
panel body 4 for fixedly supporting the board body 3, a
pair of upper and lower insertion-extraction handles 5
supported by the panel body 4 for rotation (in the Z1 and
Z2 directions), a pair of upper and lower fixing screws 7
for securely fixing the panel body 4 to the subrack 1.
[0018] As shown in FIG. 3B, each of the fixing screws
7 has a knob 72 and a threaded part 71 to be threaded
into the subrack 1. The board unit 2 has a pair of upper
and lower spring units 6 non-fixedly (resiliently, in this
example) held in a pair of upper and lower spring receiv-

ing holes 45, respectively, as stopper insertion holes
formed in the panel body 4. The spring receiving hole 45
and spring unit 6 on the lower side (Z2 side) are not
shown. In this embodiment, vertically paired components
are vertically symmetric (mirror symmetrical) with each
other unless otherwise stated. Thus, only the component
on the upper side (Z1 side) will be described for the sake
of convenience.
[0019] As shown in FIG. 4B, the panel body 4 has a
generally flat side panel 41 disposed in parallel to the
board body 3, a generally flat front panel 42 extending
from the front end (X2 side end) of the side panel 41 in
a direction generally perpendicular to the side panel 41
(in the Y1 direction), and a folded-back part 43 extending
backward (in the X1 direction) from one end (Y1 side
end) of the front panel 42.
[0020] The side panel 41 has a handle pin 44 extending
sideward (in the Y1 direction) from a position close to its
front end (X2 side end) and upper end (Z1 side end). In
this example, the handle pin 44 has a large-diameter por-
tion 44a and a small-diameter portion 44b.
[0021] The other end (Y2 side end) of the front panel
42 has a notch 46 at a position in the vicinity of the handle
pin 44 so that the motion of the insertion-extraction han-
dle 5 cannot be hindered. The other end (Y2 side end)
of the front panel 42 has a generally rectangular spring
receiving hole 45 formed therethrough at a position slight-
ly lower than (on the Z2 side of) the notch 46.
[0022] The material and configuration of the panel
body 4 are not specifically limited. Preferably, the panel
body 4 has a one-piece body formed by stamping and
bending a thin metal plate.
[0023] The insertion-extraction handle 5 has a base
part 54, a frame engaging part 52 formed continuously
with the base part 54, a rod part 56 extending from the
base part 54, a stopper part 53 formed on an intermediate
portion of the rod part 56, and an operation part 51 formed
at the other end of the rod part 56. As shown in FIGs. 4A
and 4B, the insertion-extraction handle 5 has a generally
flat shape with a generally uniform thickness in the Y1-Y2
direction. That is, the constitutional elements of the in-
sertion-extraction handle 5 (the base part 54, the frame
engaging part 52, the rod part 56, the stopper part 53
and the operation part 51) has a generally same thick-
ness (in the Y1-Y2 direction) and are generally in the
same plane.
[0024] A through hole 55 is formed generally at the
center of the base part 54. Since the large-diameter por-
tion 44a of the handle pin 44 is fitted into the through hole
55, the insertion-extraction handle 5 is rotatably support-
ed by the side panel 42 of the panel body 4.
[0025] The frame engaging part 52 has two protrusions
and a recess between the protrusions. When the opera-
tion part 51 is rotated to a specific fixed position (the
position shown in FIG. 3A), the frame engaging part 52
is engaged with the handle hooking part 12 of the front
rail 11 of the subrack 1, and when the operation part 51
is rotated to a specific release position (the position
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shown in FIG. 3B), the frame engaging part 52 is disen-
gaged from the handle hooking part 12.
[0026] The stopper part 53 has an end having a gen-
erally heart shape. When the operation part 51 is rotated
to the fixed position (the position shown in FIG. 3A), the
stopper part 53 is inserted into the spring receiving hole
45, and when the operation part 51 is rotated to the re-
lease position (the position shown in FIG. 3B), the stopper
part is extracted from the spring receiving hole 45.
[0027] The material and configuration of the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5 are not specifically limited. For
example, the insertion-extraction handle 5 may have a
one-piece body made of a resin or formed by stamping
a metal plate.
[0028] As shown in FIG. 4B, the board body 3 has a
through hole 31 with a diameter generally the same as
the external diameter of the small-diameter portion 44b
of the handle pin 44 at a position close to its front end 32
(X2 side end) and upper end 33 (Z1 side end). The
small-diameter portion 44b of the handle pin 44 is insert-
ed into the through hole 31 and fixed to the handle pin
44 by a screw (not shown) or the like. In this embodiment,
the board body 3 is secured to the panel body 4 at board
fixing points (not shown) other than the point where the
handle pin 44 is secured.
[0029] As shown in FIG. 4B, the board unit 2 has a
structure in which the side panel 41, the base part 54 of
the insertion-extraction handle 5, and the board body 3
are stacked in this order in the transverse direction (from
the Y2 side to the Y1 side) . The dimensions of the mem-
bers are determined such that the base part 54 of the
insertion-extraction handle 5 does not interfere with the
side panel 41 and the board body 3 when it is rotated
about the handle pin 44.
[0030] As shown in FIGs. 3A, 3B, 4A and 4B, the base
part 54 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is substantially
located inside the front panel 42. The rod part 56 is lo-
cated outside the front panel 42 and extends adjacent to
and generally parallel to the front panel 42 when the op-
eration part 51 is in the fixed position, and is located out-
side the front panel 42 and erected from the front panel
42 when the operation part 51 is in the release position.
The stopper part 53 is located inside the front panel 42
when the operation part 51 is in the fixed position, and
is located outside the front panel 42 when the operation
part 51 is in the release position.
[0031] First spring parts 61 (described later) of the
spring unit 6 are located inside the front panel 42. Second
spring parts 62 (described later) of the spring unit 6 are
substantially located inside the front panel 42 (that is,
except linear parts 62c).
[0032] As shown in FIG. 5A, the spring unit 6 has a
bridge part 63 (constituted of a bridge plate 63b, and
rising pieces 63a extending generally perpendicular to
the bridge plate 63b from both ends of the bridge plate
63b) having a U-shape in a cross-section (YZ cross-sec-
tion) taken perpendicular to the longitudinal direction
thereof (X1-X2 direction), a pair of upper and lower (Z1

side and Z2 side) second spring parts 62 as a pair of
insertion hole engaging parts extending forward (in the
X2 direction) and slightly outward (in the Z1 and Z2 di-
rections) from the front ends (X2 side ends) of the rising
pieces 63a of the bridge part 63, and a pair of upper and
lower (Z1 side and Z2 side) first spring parts 61 as a pair
of main spring parts bent inward into a generally U-shape
from the rear ends (X1 side ends) of the rising pieces
63a of the bridge part 63 and extending forward (in the
X2 direction).
[0033] Each of the first spring parts 61 has a convex
part 61a having a generally arcuate shape which is con-
vex inward at its front end. That is, as shown in FIG. 3A,
the convex parts 61a have a shape that fits the outer
shape of the stopper part 53 of the insertion-extraction
handle 5 and can hold it. Thus, when the stopper part 53
of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is inserted into the
spring receiving hole 45, the convex parts 61a are
brought into contact with the stopper part 53 and applies
a prescribed resistance to the insertion of the stopper
part 53, and when the stopper part 53 is extracted from
the spring receiving hole 45, the convex parts 61a are
brought into contact with the stopper part 53 and applies
a prescribed resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part 53.
[0034] As shown in FIG. 5A, the front end of each of
the second spring parts 62 has a convex part 62a having
a generally arcuate shape which is convex outward, a
convex part 62b extending from the convex part 62a and
having a generally U-shape which is convex inward, and
a linear part 62c extending outward from the convex part
62b. To fit the spring unit 6 in the spring receiving hole
45, U-shaped ends 61b of the first spring parts 61 are
inserted into the spring receiving hole 45 from front (X2
side) to rear (X1 side) until it reaches the state shown in
FIG. 5A. In this state, the spring unit 6 cannot be removed
from the spring receiving hole 45 unless the convex parts
62a are deformed inward against the resiliency of the
second spring parts 62.
[0035] That is, the convex parts 62a are in contact with
the upper and lower edges (Z1 and Z2 side edges) of the
rear side (X1 side) of the spring receiving hole 45 so that
the resistance to removal of the spring unit 6 (resistance
to removal of the spring unit 6 at the time of extraction of
the stopper part 53) in the forward direction (X2 direction)
can be greater than a force (force in the X2 direction)
from the stopper part 53 corresponding to the resistance
to the extraction of the stopper part 53. Also, the linear
parts 62c are in contact with the upper and lower edges
(Z1 and Z2 side edges) of the front side (X2 side) of the
spring receiving hole 45 so that the resistance to removal
of the spring unit 6 (resistance to removal of the spring
unit 6 at the time of insertion of the stopper part 53) in
the backward direction (X1 direction) can be greater than
a force (force in the X1 direction) from the stopper part
53 corresponding to the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part 53.
[0036] As shown in FIG. 4B, most of the spring unit 6
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is located in a gap in the transverse direction (Y1-Y2 di-
rection) between the side panel 41 and the board body
3 as in the case with the base part 54 of the insertion-ex-
traction handle 5.
[0037] The material and configuration of the spring unit
6 are not specifically limited. Preferably, the spring unit
6 has a one-piece body formed by stamping and bending
a thin metal plate for a spring.
[0038] FIG. 6A is a right side view of a spring unit 66
as another example of the spring unit for use in the board
unit 2. FIG. 6B is a perspective view illustrating the con-
figuration of the spring unit 66. As shown in FIG. 6A, the
spring unit 66 is different from the spring unit 6 having a
pair of first spring parts 61 in that it has only one first
spring part 61. That is, the spring unit 66 shown in FIG.
6A is obtained by removing one of the paired first spring
parts 61, which is the one that is farther from the center
of rotation of the insertion-extraction handle 5 with re-
spect to the panel body 4, from the spring unit 6 shown
in FIG. 5A. The other configuration of the spring unit 66
is the same as that of the spring unit 6. The spring unit
66 constituted as described above can smoothly receive
the stopper part 53 which is inserted through an arc about
the handle pin 44 as shown in FIG. 3B.
[0039] The operation to insert the board unit 2 into the
subrack 1 will be described. First, the board unit 2 is
placed in position in the subrack 1 as shown in FIG. 3B,
and pressed backward (in the X1 direction) along a guide
rail (not shown) in the subrack 1. At this time, the oper-
ation part 51 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 has to
be rotated in the R2 direction and kept in the release
position (the position shown in FIG. 3B). The insertion-ex-
traction handle 5 may be urged in the R2 direction by
urging means such as a spring so that the operation part
51 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is kept in the re-
lease position when the board unit 2 has been released
(extracted).
[0040] When the board unit 2 reaches the bottom of
the subrack 1, the operation part 51 is rotated in the R1
direction until it reaches the fixed position (the position
shown in FIG. 3A). Then, the frame engaging part 52 of
the insertion-extraction handle 5 is engaged with the han-
dle hooking part 12 of the subrack 1, and the stopper part
53 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is resiliently en-
gaged with the convex parts 61a (see FIG. 5A) of the first
spring parts 61 of the spring unit 6. The operation part
51 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is thereby held in
the fixed position. To fix the board unit 2 more securely,
the fixing screw 7 is threaded into the subrack 1.
[0041] The operation to extract the board unit 2 from
the subrack 1 will be described. When the fixing screw 7
has been tightened, it is released. The operation part 51
of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is rotated from the
state shown in FIG. 3A in the R2 direction. Then, the
resilient engagement between the stopper part 53 of the
insertion-extraction handle 5 and the convex parts 61a
(see FIG. 5A) of the first spring parts 61 of the spring unit
6 are released and the engagement between the frame

engaging part 52 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 and
the handle hooking part 12 of the subrack 1 is released.
When the board unit 2 is extracted forward (in the X2
direction) , the board unit 2 reaches the state shown in
FIG. 3B.
[0042] The invention described above can be under-
stood as follows.
[0043] That is, a board unit removably attachable to a
board housing frame, comprising: a board body; a panel
body for fixedly supporting the board body, the panel
body having a spring receiving hole; a spring unit held in
the spring receiving hole; and an insertion-extraction
handle rotatably supported by the panel body, the inser-
tion extraction handle having an operation part, a frame
engaging part configured to be engaged with a part of
the board housing frame when the operation part is ro-
tated to a specific fixed position and to be disengaged
from the board housing frame when the operation part is
rotated to a specific release position, and a stopper part
configured to be inserted into the spring receiving hole
when the operation part is rotated to the fixed position
and to be extracted from the spring receiving hole when
the operation part is rotated to the release position; the
spring unit having at least one first spring part which is
brought into contact with the stopper part when the stop-
per part is inserted into the spring receiving hole and
applies a prescribed resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part and which is brought into contact with the
stopper part when the stopper part is extracted from the
spring receiving hole and apply a prescribed resistance
to the extraction of the stopper part, and second spring
parts which are resiliently engaged with the spring re-
ceiving hole and which are configured to generate a re-
sistance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the insertion of the stopper part
between the spring unit and the spring receiving hole
when the stopper part is inserted into the spring receiving
hole and to generate a resistance to removal of the spring
unit which is greater than the resistance to the extraction
of the stopper part between the spring unit and the spring
receiving hole when the stopper part is extracted from
the stopper receiving hole.
[0044] The present invention constituted as above has
the following technical effects. Since the spring unit is
constituted separately from the insertion-extraction han-
dle, the degree of freedom in designing and producing
the spring unit is high. Thus, a spring unit which can pro-
vide a desired resistance to extraction of the stopper part
and has high durability can be obtained easily. Since the
spring unit is not fixedly secured but resiliently held in the
spring receiving hole, the spring unit is less likely to un-
dergo excessive stress or uneven wear which may occur
when it is-fixedly secured. Thus, the spring unit can have
a long service life. Also, since the spring unit can be fitted
in the spring receiving hole only by inserting it against
the resilient force of the second spring part, there is no
need for a process of tacking and so on and the produc-
tion cost can be reduced. That is, there can be obtained
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a board unit having an insertion-extraction handle locking
structure with which a desired locking force can be easily
generated and the locking force is hardly lowered, and
which is low in production cost.
[0045] FIG. 7A is a right side view illustrating in detail
a part of a board unit 202 according to another embodi-
ment of the present invention inserted into the subrack
1, which corresponds to FIG. 3A in the above embodi-
ment. FIG. 7B is a right side view illustrating in detail a
part of the board unit 202 extracted from the subrack 1,
which corresponds to FIG. 3B in the above embodiment.
[0046] In the board unit 2 of the above embodiment,
the spring unit 6 is held in spring receiving hole 45 as a
stopper insertion hole provided in the panel body 4. In
the board unit 202 of this embodiment, the spring unit
206 is held on the insertion-extraction handle 5.
[0047] That is, the board unit 202 of this embodiment
and the board unit 2 of the above embodiment are the
same in configuration except for the shape and positions
of the spring units. In this embodiment, the same parts
are designated by similar numerals as a general rule.
[0048] FIG. 8A is a perspective view of the spring unit
206 before being attached to the insertion-extraction han-
dle 5. FIG. 8B is a perspective view of the spring unit 206
as viewed from an angle different from that of FIG. 8A.
In FIGs. 8A and 8B, the symbols X1, X2, Y1, Y2, Z1 and
Z2 indicating the directions are expressed in correspond-
ence with the state of the stopper part 53 of the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5 inserted into a stopper insertion
hole 245 of the panel body 4.
[0049] FIGs. 9A and 9B are views for explaining the
procedure for attaching the spring unit 206 to the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5.
[0050] FIGs. 10A, 10B, 11A and 11B are views for ex-
plaining the state of the stopper part 53 of the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5 at the time of being inserted into
or extracted from the stopper insertion hole 245 of the
panel body 4. The positions and shape of the stopper
insertion holes 245 are not specifically limited. In this em-
bodiment, the positions and the shape of the stopper in-
sertion holes 245 are the same as those of the spring
receiving holes 45 in the above embodiment.
[0051] In the board unit 202 of this embodiment, the
spring unit 206 is held on the insertion-extraction handle
5 at a position in the vicinity of the stopper part 53 as
shown in FIGs. 7A and 7B.
[0052] As shown in FIGs. 8A and 8B, the spring unit
206 has a main spring part 261 and a handle engaging
part 262 integrally formed of a plate spring material.
[0053] The main spring part 261 has a V-shape with a
ridge 261c extending generally perpendicular to the di-
rection in which the stopper part 53 of the insertion-ex-
traction handle 5 shown in FIG. 7A is inserted into or
extracted from the stopper insertion hole 245 of the panel
body 4 (X1-X2 direction). The handle engaging part 262
has a first hook part 262a and a second hook part 262b.
[0054] The first hook part 262a extends from an inser-
tion side (X1 side) foot 261a of the main spring part 261

in the insertion direction (X1 direction) and is bent into a
generally U-shape. As shown in FIG. 10B, the first hook
part 262a prevents the spring unit 206 from being de-
tached from the insertion-extraction handle 5 in the ex-
traction direction (X2 direction) when the stopper part 53
of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is moved in the X1
direction and inserted into the stopper insertion hole 245
of the panel body 4.
[0055] The second hook part 262b extends from an
extraction side (X2 side) foot 261b of the main spring part
261 in the extraction direction (X2 direction) and bent into
a generally U-shape oriented opposite to the first hook
part 262a. As shown in FIG. 11B, the second hook part
262b prevents the spring unit 206 from being detached
from the insertion-extraction handle 5 in the insertion di-
rection (X1 direction) when the stopper part 53 of the
insertion-extraction handle 5 is moved in the X2 direction
and extracted from the stopper insertion hole 245 of the
panel body 4. The foot 261a, the foot 261b and the ridge
261c are generally parallel to each other.
[0056] The spring unit 206 also has a backside part
263 connecting the ends of the first and second hook
parts 262a and 262b opposite the main spring part 261.
That is, the spring unit 206 has the first hook part 262a,
the main spring part 261, the second hook part 262b and
the backside part 263 connected in a loop in this order.
[0057] In this embodiment, the backside part 263 has
a generally rectangular shape, and one end of the back-
side part 263 is formed continuously with the first hook
part 262a. The other end of the backside part 263 is over-
lapped with the end of the second hook part 262b. The
part where the other end of the backside part 263 and
the end of the second hook part 262b are overlapped will
be referred to as "overlapped part 264. " At the over-
lapped part 264, the other end of the backside part 263
and the end of the second hook part 262b are not joined
and movable relative to each other.
[0058] The spring unit 206 has a pair of locking pieces
265 for preventing the spring unit 206 mounted on the
insertion-extraction handle 5 from moving in the longitu-
dinal direction (Z1-Z2 direction in FIG. 7A) of the rod part
56 of the insertion-extraction handle 5. In this embodi-
ment, the locking pieces 265 extend from intermediate
portions of Z1 side end and Z2 side end of the backside
part 263.
[0059] As shown in FIG. 8B, in the spring unit 206 be-
fore being attached to the insertion-extraction handle 5,
the locking pieces 265 are slightly bent at the boundary
with the backside part 263 so that they can be easily bent
after the insertion-extraction handle 5 is inserted into the
loop-shaped spring unit 6. The bend angle is so small
that the locking pieces 265 do not interfere with the in-
sertion of the insertion-extraction handle 5.
[0060] To attach the spring unit 206 to the insertion-ex-
traction handle 5, the insertion-extraction handle 5 is
drawn through the loop-shaped spring unit 206 from the
operation part 51 side as shown in FIG. 9A, and the spring
unit 206 is moved generally parallel to the longitudinal
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direction of the rod part 56 to a position in the vicinity of
the stopper part 53.
[0061] Then, the paired locking pieces 265 are bent to
clamp a stopper connection part 57 connecting the rod
part 56 and the stopper part 53 of the insertion-extraction
handle 5 from both sides as shown in FIG. 9B. The spring
unit 206 is thereby prevented from being moved generally
parallel to the longitudinal direction of the rod part 56 of
the insertion-extraction handle 5.
[0062] The state of the stopper part 53 of the inser-
tion-extraction handle 5 to which the spring unit 206 has
been attached at the time when it is inserted into the
stopper insertion hole 245 of the panel body 4 will be
described. When the insertion-extraction handle 5 is ro-
tated in the R1 direction from the state shown in FIG. 7B
(which corresponds to the release position) to the state
shown in FIG. 7A (which corresponds to the fixed posi-
tion), the main spring part 261 of the spring unit 206 is
brought into contact with an edge 245a (the right end,
that is, Y1 side end in this embodiment) of the stopper
insertion hole 245 as shown in FIG. 10A.
[0063] When the insertion-extraction handle 5 is fur-
ther rotated in the R1 direction, the main spring part 261
of the spring unit 206 is pressed by the edge 245a of the
stopper insertion hole 245 and resiliently deformed as
shown in FIG. 10B. That is, the height (the dimension in
the Y1-Y2 direction) of the main spring part 261 is low-
ered. The other end of the backside part 263 and the end
of the second hook part 262b at the overlapped part 264
are not joined but movable relative to each other so that
the main spring part 261 can be easily deformed as de-
scribed above.
[0064] The overlapping length (the length in the X1-X2
direction) of the overlapped part 264 is greater than the
distance which the other end of the backside part 263
and the end of the second hook part 262b are moved in
the X1 or X2 direction relative to each other when the
stopper part 53 of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is
inserted into or extracted from the stopper insertion hole
245 of the panel body 4.
[0065] When the insertion-extraction handle 5 is fur-
ther rotated in the R1 direction, it reaches the state shown
in FIG. 11A (which corresponds to the fixed position). In
this state, the spring unit 206 is returned to the state be-
fore the resilient deformation (the state same as the state
shown in FIG. 10A).
[0066] When the insertion-extraction handle 5 is rotat-
ed in the R2 direction from the state shown in FIG. 11A
or the state shown in FIG. 7A (which correspond to the
fixed position), the spring unit 206 is resiliently deformed
as shown in FIG. 11B and returned to the state shown in
FIG. 10A.
[0067] As described above, when the stopper part 53
of the insertion-extraction handle 5 is inserted into the
stopper insertion hole 245, the main spring part 261 of
the spring unit 206 is brought into contact with the edge
245a of the stopper insertion hole 245 and generates a
resistance to the insertion of the stopper part 53. Also,

when the stopper part 53 is extracted from the stopper
insertion hole 245, the main spring part 261 of the spring
unit 206 is brought into contact with the edge 245a of the
stopper insertion hole 245 and generates a resistance to
the extraction of the stopper part 53.
[0068] The spring unit 206 has a handle engaging part
262 attached to the insertion-extraction handle 5 non-fix-
edly (that is, for movement at a prescribed distance in
the direction in which the stopper part 53 is inserted into
or extracted from the stopper insertion hole 245 (X1 or
X2 direction)). When the stopper part 53 is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole 245, the first hook part 262a
of the handle engaging part 262 generates a resistance
to removal of the spring unit 206 which is greater than
the resistance to the insertion of the stopper part 53 be-
tween the spring unit 206 and the insertion-extraction
handle 5. When the stopper part 53 is extracted from the
stopper insertion hole 245, the second hook part 262b
of the handle engaging part 262 generates a resistance
to removal of the spring unit 206 which is greater than
the resistance to the extraction of the stopper part 53
between the spring unit 206 and the insertion-extraction
handle 5.
[0069] The board unit according to the present inven-
tion is a board unit which is removably attachable to a
board housing frame. The board unit has a board body;
a panel body for fixedly supporting the board body, the
panel body having a stopper insertion hole; an inser-
tion-extraction handle rotatably supported by the panel
body; and a spring unit non-fixedly held either in the stop-
per insertion hole or on the insertion-extraction handle.
The insertion-extraction handle has an operation part; a
frame engaging part configured to be engaged with a
part of the board housing frame when the operation part
is rotated to a specific fixed position and to be disengaged
from the board housing frame when the operation part is
rotated to a specific release position; and a stopper part
configured to be inserted into the stopper insertion hole
when the operation part is rotated to the fixed position
and to be extracted from the stopper insertion hole when
the operation part is rotated to the release position. The
spring unit has at least one main spring part which, when
the stopper part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole,
applies a prescribed resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part on the insertion-extraction handle and
which, when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole, applies a prescribed resistance to the
extraction of the stopper part on the insertion-extraction
handle.
[0070] Since the spring unit is constituted separately
from the insertion-extraction handle, the degree of free-
dom in designing and producing the spring unit is high.
Thus, a spring unit which can provide a desired resist-
ance to extraction of the stopper part and has high du-
rability can be obtained easily. Since the spring unit is
not fixedly secured but non-fixedly held in the stopper
insertion hole or on the insertion-extraction handle, the
spring unit is less likely to undergo excessive stress or
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uneven wear which may occur when it is fixedly secured.
Thus, the spring unit can have a long service life. Since
there is no need to fixedly secure the spring unit when it
is fitted in the stopper insertion hole or attached to the
insertion-extraction handle, there is no need for a process
of tacking and so on and the production cost can be re-
duced.
[0071] That is, there can be obtained a board unit hav-
ing an insertion-extraction handle locking structure with
which a desired locking force can be easily generated
and the locking force is hardly lowered, and which is low
in production cost.
[0072] In the board unit according to the present in-
vention, the board body is disposed generally in parallel
to direction in which the board unit is inserted into or
extracted from the board housing frame. The panel body
has a generally flat side panel disposed generally in par-
allel to the board body, and a generally flat front panel
extending from the extraction side end of the side panel
in a direction perpendicular to the direction in which the
board unit is inserted into or extracted from the board
housing frame. The stopper insertion hole is formed
through the front panel. The insertion-extraction handle
also has a base part rotatably supported by the panel
body, and a rod part extending from the base part. The
frame engaging part is formed continuously with the base
part. The stopper part is formed on an intermediate por-
tion of the rod part. The operation part is formed on the
other end of the rod part. The base part is located sub-
stantially inside the front panel. The rod part is configured
to be located outside the front panel and extends adjacent
to and generally parallel to the front panel when the op-
eration part is in the fixed position, and to be located
outside the front panel and erected from the front panel
when the operation part is in the release position. The
stopper part is configured to be located inside the front
panel when the operation part is in the fixed position, and
to be located outside the front panel when the operation
part is in the release position. The main spring part is
configured to be located inside the front panel at least
when the operation part is in the fixed position.
[0073] Thus, when the operation part of the inser-
tion-extraction handle is in the fixed position, that is, when
the board unit is housed and fixed in the board housing
frame in a normal use state, the height of the insertion-ex-
traction handle protruded outside the front panel is low.
When such a board housing frame for housing such
board units is used, there can be obtained a compact
electronic apparatus unit whose dimension in the direc-
tion in which the board units are inserted or extracted
(depth, for example) is small in a normal use state.
[0074] The board unit according to the present inven-
tion is characterized in that the base part of the inser-
tion-extraction handle is located in a gap between the
board body and the side panel, and the stopper part and
the main spring part are located in the gap at least when
the operation part is in the fixed position.
[0075] Thus, the base part of the insertion-extraction

handle and the positions of the stopper part and the main
spring part at least at the time when the operation part
is in the fixed position can be located in the plane of pro-
jection of the board body and the side panel in a direction
perpendicular thereto. As a result, there can be obtained
a compact electronic apparatus unit whose dimension in
the direction in which the board units are inserted or ex-
tracted (depth, for example) is small in a normal use state.
[0076] The board unit according to the present inven-
tion is characterized by further comprising urging means
for urging the insertion-extraction handle in a direction in
which the operation part of the insertion-extraction han-
dle is rotated from the fixed position to the release posi-
tion.
[0077] Thus, since the board housing frame and the
frame engaging part of the insertion-extraction handle do
not interfere with each other when the board unit is in-
serted into or extracted from the board housing frame,
the board unit can be easily inserted into or extracted
from the board housing frame.
[0078] In the board unit according to the present in-
vention, the spring unit is held in the stopper insertion
hole. The main spring part is configured to be brought
into contact with the stopper part when the stopper part
is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the insertion of the stopper
part, and to be brought into contact with the stopper part
when the stopper part is extracted from the stopper in-
sertion hole and deformed to generate a resistance to
the extraction of the stopper part. The spring unit also
has at least one insertion hole engaging part which is
non-fixedly engaged with the stopper insertion hole and
which is configured to generate a resistance to removal
of the spring unit which is greater than the resistance to
the insertion of the stopper part between the spring unit
and the stopper insertion hole when the stopper part is
inserted into the stopper insertion hole and to generate
a resistance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the extraction of the stopper part
between the spring unit and the stopper insertion hole
when the stopper part is extracted from the stopper in-
sertion hole.
[0079] That is, the spring unit is non-fixedly engaged
with the stopper insertion hole of the panel body by the
insertion hole engaging part, and the engagement is
maintained even when the stopper part of the inser-
tion-extraction handle is inserted into the stopper inser-
tion hole and extracted from the stopper insertion hole.
[0080] The board unit according to the present inven-
tion is characterized in that the main spring part and the
insertion hole engaging part of the spring unit are inte-
grally formed of a plate spring material.
[0081] For example, the spring unit has a bridge part
having a generally U-shape in a cross-section taken per-
pendicular to the direction in which the stopper part is
inserted into or extracted from the stopper insertion hole,
and constituted of a bridge plate and rising pieces ex-
tending generally perpendicular to the bridge plate from
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both ends of the bridge plate. The spring unit has a pair
of insertion hole engaging parts extending obliquely away
from each other from extraction side ends of the paired
rising pieces of the bridge part. The spring unit also has
a pair of main spring parts bent into a U-shape from the
insertion side ends of the paired rising pieces in directions
toward each other and extending in the direction in which
the stopper part is extracted.
[0082] Alternatively, the spring unit has a bridge part
having a generally U-shape in a cross-section taken per-
pendicular to the direction in which the stopper part is
inserted into or extracted from the stopper insertion hole,
and constituted of a bridge plate and rising pieces ex-
tending generally perpendicular to the bridge plate from
both ends of the bridge plate. The spring unit has a pair
of insertion hole engaging parts extending obliquely away
from each other from the extraction side ends of the
paired rising pieces of the bridge part. The spring unit
also has a main spring part bent into a U-shape from the
insertion side end of one of the paired rising pieces and
extending between the paired insertion hole engaging
parts in the direction in which the stopper part is extract-
ed.
[0083] The spring unit can be easily obtained by
stamping and bending a metal plate.
[0084] In the board unit according to the present in-
vention, the spring unit is held on the insertion-extraction
handle at a position in the vicinity of the stopper part. The
main spring part is configured to be brought into contact
with an edge of the stopper insertion hole when the stop-
per part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and
deformed to generate a resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part, and to be brought into contact with the edge
of the stopper insertion hole when the stopper part is
extracted from the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part. The spring unit also has a handle engaging part
which is non-fixedly engaged with the insertion-extrac-
tion handle and which is configured to generate a resist-
ance to removal of the spring unit which is greater than
the resistance to the insertion of the stopper part between
the spring unit and the insertion-extraction handle when
the stopper part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole
and to generate a resistance to removal of the spring unit
which is greater than the resistance to the extraction of
the stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is extracted
from the stopper insertion hole.
[0085] That is, the spring unit is non-fixedly engaged
with the insertion-extraction handle at a position in the
vicinity of the stopper part by the handle engaging part,
and the engagement is maintained even when the stop-
per part of the insertion-extraction handle is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole of the panel body and the stop-
per part is extracted from the stopper insertion hole.
[0086] The board unit according to the present inven-
tion is characterized in that the main spring part and the
handle engaging part of the spring unit are integrally

formed of a plate spring material.
[0087] For example, the main spring part of the spring
unit has a V-shape with a ridge extending generally per-
pendicular to the direction in which the stopper part is
inserted into or extracted from the stopper insertion hole.
The handle engaging part has a first hook part extending
from an insertion side foot of the main spring part in the
insertion direction and bent into a generally U-shape for
preventing the spring unit from moving in the extraction
direction with respect to the insertion-extraction handle,
and a second hook part extending from an extraction side
foot of the main spring part in the extraction direction and
bent into a generally U-shape oriented opposite the first
hook part for preventing the spring unit from moving in
the insertion direction with respect to the insertion-ex-
traction handle.
[0088] The spring unit can be easily obtained by
stamping and bending a metal plate.
[0089] Description has been made of the preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention. The terminology em-
ployed herein is for the purpose of illustration but not of
limitation. It should be understood that many changes
and modification can be made within the scope of the
appended claims without departing from the scope and
spirit of the present invention. Also, while only typical
embodiments have been described in detail, it will be
understood by those skilled in the art that various modi-
fications may be made therein without departing from the
novel teaching and advantages of the present invention.
Thus, such modifications are all included in the scope of
the present invention.

Claims

1. A board unit removably attachable to a board hous-
ing frame, comprising:

a board body;
a panel body for fixedly supporting the board
body, the panel body having a stopper insertion
hole;
an insertion-extraction handle rotatably support-
ed by the panel body having:

an operation part,
a frame engaging part configured to be en-
gaged with a part of the board housing
frame when the operation part is rotated to
a specific fixed position and to be disen-
gaged from the board housing frame when
the operation part is rotated to a specific re-
lease position, and
a stopper part configured to be inserted into
the stopper insertion hole when the opera-
tion part is rotated to the fixed position and
to be extracted from the stopper insertion
hole when the operation part is rotated to
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the release position; and
a spring unit non-fixedly held either in the
stopper insertion hole or on the insertion-ex-
traction handle, the spring unit having a
main spring part which, when the stopper
part is inserted into the stopper insertion
hole, applies a prescribed resistance to the
insertion of the stopper part on the inser-
tion-extraction handle, and which, when the
stopper part is extracted from the stopper
insertion hole, applies a prescribed resist-
ance to the extraction of the stopper part on
the insertion-extraction handle.

2. The board unit of Claim 1, wherein the board body
is disposed generally in parallel to the direction in
which the board unit is inserted into or extracted from
the board housing frame;
wherein the panel body has:

a generally flat side panel disposed generally in
parallel to the board body, and
a generally flat front panel extending from the
extraction side end of the side panel in a direc-
tion generally perpendicular to the direction in
which the board unit is inserted into or extracted
from the board housing frame,
the stopper insertion hole being formed through
the front panel;
wherein the insertion-extraction handle also
has:

a base part rotatably supported by the panel
body, and
a rod part extending from the base part,
the frame engaging part being formed con-
tinuously with the base part,
the stopper part being formed on an inter-
mediate portion of the rod part,
the operation part being formed on the other
end of the rod part,
the base part being located substantially in-
side the front panel,
the rod part being configured to be located
outside the front panel and extend adjacent
to and generally parallel to the front panel
when the operation part is in the fixed posi-
tion, and to be located outside the front pan-
el and erected from the front panel when
the operation part is in the release position,
the stopper part being configured to be lo-
cated inside the front panel when the oper-
ation part is in the fixed position, and to be
located outside the front panel when the op-
eration part is in the release position; and
wherein the main spring part of the spring
unit is configured to be located inside the
front panel at least when the operation part

is in the fixed position.

3. The board unit of Claim 2, wherein the base part of
the insertion-extraction handle is located in a gap
between the board body and the side panel, and the
stopper part of the insertion-extraction handle and
the main spring part of the spring unit are located in
the gap at least when the operation part is in the fixed
position.

4. The board unit of Claim 1, further comprising urging
means for urging the insertion-extraction handle in
the direction in which the operation part of the inser-
tion-extraction handle is rotated from the fixed posi-
tion to the release position.

5. The board unit of Claim 1, wherein the spring unit is
held in the stopper insertion hole,
the main spring part being configured to be brought
into contact with the stopper part when the stopper
part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and
deformed to generate a resistance to the insertion
of the stopper part, and to be brought into contact
with the stopper part when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the extraction of the stop-
per part,
the spring unit also having an insertion hole engaging
part which is non-fixedly engaged with the stopper
insertion hole and which is configured to generate a
resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the stopper
insertion hole when the stopper part is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole, and to generate a resist-
ance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part between the spring unit and the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole.

6. The board unit of Claim 5, wherein the main spring
part and the insertion hole engaging part of the spring
unit are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

7. The board unit of Claim 1, wherein the spring unit is
held on the insertion-extraction handle at a position
in the vicinity of the stopper part,
the main spring part is configured to be brought into
contact with an edge of the stopper insertion hole
when the stopper part is inserted into the stopper
insertion hole and deformed to generate a resistance
to the insertion of the stopper part, and to be brought
into contact with the edge of the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole and deformed to generate a resist-
ance to the extraction of the stopper part,
the spring unit also having a handle engaging part
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which is non-fixedly engaged with the insertion-ex-
traction handle and which is configured to generate
a resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is in-
serted into the stopper insertion hole, and to gener-
ate a resistance to removal of the spring unit which
is greater than the resistance to the extraction of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole.

8. The board unit of Claim 7, wherein the main spring
part and the handle engaging part of the spring unit
are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

9. The board unit of Claim 2, wherein the spring unit is
held in the stopper insertion hole,
the main spring part being configured to be brought
into contact with the stopper part when the stopper
part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and
deformed to generate a resistance to the insertion
of the stopper part, and to be brought into contact
with the stopper part when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the extraction of the stop-
per part,
the spring unit also having an insertion hole engaging
part which is non-fixedly engaged with the stopper
insertion hole and which is configured to generate a
resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the stopper
insertion hole when the stopper part is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole, and to generate a resist-
ance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part between the spring unit and the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole.

10. The board unit of Claim 9, wherein the main spring
part and the insertion hole engaging part of the spring
unit are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

11. The board unit of Claim 2, wherein the spring unit is
held on the insertion-extraction handle at a position
in the vicinity of the stopper part,
the main spring part is configured to be brought into
contact with an edge of the stopper insertion hole
when the stopper part is inserted into the stopper
insertion hole and deformed to generate a resistance
to the insertion of the stopper part, and to be brought
into contact with the edge of the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole and deformed to generate a resist-
ance to the extraction of the stopper part,

the spring unit also having a handle engaging part
which is non-fixedly engaged with the insertion-ex-
traction handle and which is configured to generate
a resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is in-
serted into the stopper insertion hole, and to gener-
ate a resistance to removal of the spring unit which
is greater than the resistance to the extraction of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole.

12. The board unit of Claim 11, wherein the main spring
part and the handle engaging part of the spring unit
are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

13. The board unit of Claim 3, wherein the spring unit is
held in the stopper insertion hole,
the main spring part being configured to be brought
into contact with the stopper part when the stopper
part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and
deformed to generate a resistance to the insertion
of the stopper part, and to be brought into contact
with the stopper part when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the extraction of the stop-
per part,
the spring unit also having an insertion hole engaging
part which is non-fixedly engaged with the stopper
insertion hole and which is configured to generate a
resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the stopper
insertion hole when the stopper part is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole, and to generate a resist-
ance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part between the spring unit and the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole.

14. The board unit of Claim 13, wherein the main spring
part and the insertion hole engaging part of the spring
unit are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

15. The board unit of Claim 3, wherein the spring unit is
held on the insertion-extraction handle at a position
in the vicinity of the stopper part,
the main spring part is configured to be brought into
contact with an edge of the stopper insertion hole
when the stopper part is inserted into the stopper
insertion hole and deformed to generate a resistance
to the insertion of the stopper part, and to be brought
into contact with the edge of the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole and deformed to generate a resist-
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ance to the extraction of the stopper part,
the spring unit also having a handle engaging part
which is non-fixedly engaged with the insertion-ex-
traction handle and which is configured to generate
a resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is in-
serted into the stopper insertion hole, and to gener-
ate a resistance to removal of the spring unit which
is greater than the resistance to the extraction of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole.

16. The board unit of Claim 15, wherein the main spring
part and the handle engaging part of the spring unit
are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

17. The board unit of Claim 4, wherein the spring unit is
held in the stopper insertion hole,
the main spring part being configured to be brought
into contact with the stopper part when the stopper
part is inserted into the stopper insertion hole and
deformed to generate a resistance to the insertion
of the stopper part, and to be brought into contact
with the stopper part when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole and deformed
to generate a resistance to the extraction of the stop-
per part,
 the spring unit also having an insertion hole engag-
ing part -which is non-fixedly engaged with the stop-
per insertion hole and which is configured to gener-
ate a resistance to removal of the spring unit which
is greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the stopper
insertion hole when the stopper part is inserted into
the stopper insertion hole, and to generate a resist-
ance to removal of the spring unit which is greater
than the resistance to the extraction of the stopper
part between the spring unit and the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-
per insertion hole.

18. The board unit of Claim 17, wherein the main spring
part and the insertion hole engaging part of the spring
unit are integrally formed of a plate spring material.

19. The board unit of Claim 4, wherein the spring unit is
held on the insertion-extraction handle at a position
in the vicinity of the stopper part,
the main spring part is configured to be brought into
contact with an edge of the stopper insertion hole
when the stopper part is inserted into the stopper
insertion hole and deformed to generate a resistance
to the insertion of the stopper part, and to be brought
into contact with the edge of the stopper insertion
hole when the stopper part is extracted from the stop-

per insertion hole and deformed to generate a resist-
ance to the extraction of the stopper part,
 the spring unit also having a handle engaging part
which is non-fixedly engaged with the insertion-ex-
traction handle and which is configured to generate
a resistance to removal of the spring unit which is
greater than the resistance to the insertion of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is in-
serted into the stopper insertion hole, and to gener-
ate a resistance to removal of the spring unit which
is greater than the resistance to the extraction of the
stopper part between the spring unit and the inser-
tion-extraction handle when the stopper part is ex-
tracted from the stopper insertion hole.

20. The board unit of Claim 19, wherein the main spring
part and the handle engaging part of the spring unit
are integrally formed of a plate spring material.
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